Mobile Food Service Establishment Inspection Summary Report

Operation: SMITHOME FARMS (ID: 748477 )
Facility Name: SMITHOME FARMS (MOBILE)
Facility Code: 01056-16
Facility Address: 2844 State Route 352, Elmira, NY 14903

To the Attention of:
Michael Smith
MICHAEL & MAUREEN SMITH
46 Curren Rd.
Elmira, NY 14903
Email: maureen3518@gmail.com

Inspection
Date: October 8, 2018  02:04 PM
Inspector: Zachary Brueckman (zbrueckman@co.chemung.ny.us)
Responsible Person: Mike Smith

Summary
Number of Public Health Hazards Found: 0
Number of Public Health Hazards NOT Corrected: 0
Number of Other Violations Found: 0

Each item found in violation is reported below along with the code requirement.

NO CRITICAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

NO ADDITIONAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

Additional Information Collected During Inspection

Has Valid Permit
Choking Poster Displayed
No Economic Violation Reported

Comments: No violations observed during inspection conducted at Smithome Farms parking lot. Observed accurate probe thermometer. Hotdogs in water in hot holding/hand wash propane unit had a temperature of 165F. Observed staff using tongs to prepare miniature donuts and place into paper bag. Hand wash unit had warm water, paper towels and soap. Commercial refrigerator which contained no potentially hazardous time/ temperature controlled for safety foods observed at 34F.